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Democratic Republic of Congo’s
Largest Bank Maximises AML
Screening While Cutting Costs
As the largest bank by assets in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Rawbank saw its
branch network and number of clients grow significantly within a short period of time.
As part of their AML policies, Rawbank deployed a manual process to analyse and cross
reference client transactions against their customer database, placing a burden on its
compliance department and minimising the potential effectiveness of its AML policies
and procedures.

Key Challenges

Proposed Solution

Rawbank needed a scalable, automated
solution to ensure the efficiency and
effectiveness of their compliance process
as the business grew. The bank wanted a
solution that could automatically screen
its entire customer database on a regular
basis, as well as filter transactions in realtime to ensure the greatest levels of risk
management and protection.
To meet its challenges, Rawbank needed to:
Screen all outgoing transactions before
processing
Maintain good relationships with
correspondent banks
Comply with global regulations and
identify Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs)
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To provide efficiency and effectiveness
as the bank’s business grew, Accuity
recommended using Compliance Link. A
scalable, automated solution, Compliance
Link provides a flexible platform, unrivalled
connectivity, best-in-class data and a
user-friendly interface for screening and
transaction verification.
The solution systematically reviews matches,
eliminating obvious false matches and
prioritising the most likely matches. Fuelled
by Global WatchList ®, the most complete
collection of compliance data available,
Compliance Link’s powerful filtering
technology provides a stable foundation for
Rawbank to build their regulatory compliance
and enhanced due diligence programmes.

RAWBANK is one of the leading corporate, private and retail
banks located in the Democratic Republic of Congo. With
a network of 35 branches, a client base of 130,000 clients
and more than $500 million (USD) in assets, Rawbank is the
country’s largest bank by total assets and deposits.

Results

Benefits

By choosing Compliance Link from
Accuity, Rawbank improved efficiency
and lowered risk with a complete
technology solution, powered by the
world’s most comprehensive data.
After implementing Compliance
Link, Rawbank:
Reduced manual time required
for compliance processes by
approximately 80 percent
Reallocated skilled resources to more
value added tasks

Rawbank almost immediately saw the
following benefits:
A reduction in queries generated by
correspondent banks for transactions
being processed
Better visibility across all branches from
a single source
Partner institutions, including the
IFC, European Investment Bank and
Proparco were comforted the bank had
equipped itself with the latest tools to
enforce anti-money laundering policies.

Cut travel time and budgets by a third
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Following rapid growth, Rawbank needed to
replace a burdensome and challenging manual
AML compliance process.
Accuity recommended Compliance Link, a
scalable, automated solution that systematically
reviews matches, eliminates obvious false
matches and prioritises most likely matches.
By implementing Compliance Link, Rawbank
cut time required for compliance processes by
approximately 80 percent.
Rawbank was able to reallocate skilled resources
to more value added tasks even as it equipped
itself with the latest tools to enforce anti-money
laundering policies.
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Having a clear set of AML
policies and procedures
reinforced with state of
the art tools from Accuity has
been a major differentiating factor
for Rawbank when working with
correspondent banks. It has also
given additional comfort to the multilateral institutions that have provided
us with lines of credit. We highly
recommend Accuity Solutions to
financial institutions whose priority it
is to curtail the compliance risk in the
financial transactions they execute on
a daily basis.
Isaac Kalala Mukendi
Deputy Head of Compliance/Legal
Rawbank
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